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WHEN IT COMES TO PONTOONS,
S I Z E R E A L LY D O E S M A T T E R
I T I S A UN I V E R S A L FA C T O R W H E N
D E T E R M I N I N G W H AT A D O C K C A N B E A N D D O .

SF Marina is a world-renowned expert in the development of new or
existing premium marinas. We provide state-of-the-art floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons to anyone, anywhere, who is planning to
build a marina. And who wants it to still be there after the storm.
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BUILDING
BLOCKS

As our product range has evolved, it now has many applications. Together
with our clients, we have the luxury of choosing the right pontoon, in the right
materials, for the right job. By developing the heavy-duty end of our portfolio to
always be a step stronger, we’ve also become experts in ﬂoating breakwaters,
able to incorporate the strongest of building blocks when designing and
engineering a marina that will withstand the test of time. Marinetek.net
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This and
that
Hybrid – a thing made by combining two different elements – gives us a
favourite noun for 2020/21. A hybrid product or experience – to switch to the
adjective – is something of mixed character or composed of different parts.
The environment, the global pandemic and the driving force of the sharing
economy have pushed hybrid products and actions to the fore out of a suitably
‘hybrid’ mix of necessity and choice.
What will we keep, what will we abandon, and what will we progress as we learn
to live on the right side of COVID-19? Will we push the online towards more varied
hybrid concepts? How much do we crave the hands-on and face-to-face as opposed
to the digital?
Learning is a key example. The pandemic has been the catalyst for online
‘classroom’ experiences and development in technology has made them possible.
The learning has hopefully passed muster in most cases although I’m sure that the
bulk of students in many countries, now in their third year of a three-year course, will
justifiably feel they’ve been robbed of a full ‘university experience.’
But, although distance learning is far from new, hybrid learning, with its mixed
offering of live and online tuition, could well develop further.
The same can be said for hybrid events. Many event organisers have gone to
serious lengths to provide digital feed or virtual experiences and it seems reasonable
that this level of investment should pave the way for a new normal. Metstrade this
year, for example, will have an onsite TV studio to take the live show to all parts of
the world.
As the pandemic has swept around the world, many people have worked from
home. And, interestingly, in the surveys and reports I’ve read, the vast majority have
been happier with this arrangement. Most, however, would prefer to work from home
for most of the week and spend just a day or two going out to work. A hybrid working
environment is seen as enhancing quality of life and increasing efficiency as we save
time travelling from A to B.
The sharing economy is also a hybrid. It’s the ideal compromise; the chance
to have what we want without the burden of what we don’t want and the full cost
of ownership involved. Part-time is time sharing, and this gives us hybrid options.
Boat sharing schemes – charter, syndicates and clubs – obviously spring to mind.
And, of course, these boats are gradually adopting hybrid propulsion systems to
complement the development of hybrid electric vehicles.
Although some aspects of the sharing economy have been decimated by
coronavirus, Airbnb and Uber as examples, these will undeniably bounce back, and
the bounce could rise to dizzying heights.
Hybrid offerings, in the workplace, classroom, retail sector etc., increase flexibility
and, as such, broaden our choices and can even open up opportunities for those
disadvantaged by time, health or mobility constraints.
By offering a mixture of this and that, we provide inclusive solutions.

© 2021 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd
Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
companies, products and services concerned by Loud &
Clear Publishing Ltd. The publisher reserves the right to
refuse advertising.

Carol Fulford
Editor
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Custom engineered mooring
technology that lasts

6HFXULQJDOOȵRDWLQJ
applications like marinas,
wave-attenuators, buoys,
DQGȵRDWLQJVRODUSDUNV

We understand the water. We have the products and the knowhow to move away from old fashioned methods like piles, chain,
or cables. /HWXVVKRZ\RXZKDWD6HDȵH[PRRULQJVROXWLRQ
ZRXOGORRNOLNHIRU\RXUȵRDWLQJDSSOLFDWLRQ
Contact our team at LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

ΖQWHJUDWHGURSHWR
accomodate for the depth.

SEAFLEX SWE +46 90 16 06 50
SEAFLEX US +1 (310) 548-9100

&XVWRPL]HGWRWKHH[DFWVWUHQJWK
DQGOHQJWKQHHGHGWRKDQGOHWKHVLWH
VSHFLȴFZDWHUOHYHOYDULDWLRQDQGIRUFHV

Sustainable materials that ensure
PD[LPXPORQJHYLW\

7KHUHLQIRUFHGHODVWRPHUHORQJDWHV
XSWRWZLFHLWVOHQJWKDQGUHWUDFWV
back to provide constant stability.

Small footprint - always
VWD\VRWKHVHQVLWLYHVHDEHG

$KLJKO\WHFKQRORJLFDOSURGXFW
from a company that cares.

ZZZVHDȵH[QHW

WORLD NEWS

GCM buys
Villa Marina

PUERTO RICO: Grand Caribbean Marinas (GCM) of the Baccalia Group has
purchased Villa Marina, located about 40 minutes from the capital of Puerto
Rico, and renamed it Renaissance Villa Marina.
completely remodelled along with other
Baccalia Group president and
significant improvements.
founder, the Italian businessman
Giuseppe Cicatelli, believes the
Jorge Rodriguez, CFO of Grand
acquisition to be of great importance to
Caribbean Marinas, added: “The
the company. “We have been operating
acquisition of Villa Marina is very
for several years with the group in
representative of our expansion
Puerto Rico and we have always
strategy. It is one of the best marinas in
believed that it would be natural to
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean and we
continue within our strategy expansion
have incorporated an investment plan
as a regional consolidator,” he said. “As
to improve it substantially.”
a result of acquiring and consolidating
The strong commitment of Grand
new assets at the state level, we have
Caribbean Marinas, which plans to
achieved importance at the US federal
invest from $50-100 million in the
level in an industry that we consider
next five years, seeks to diversify the
very promising, which is the nautical
offering in Puerto Rico by implementing
industry.”
a series of experiences that enrich the
tourism and recreational development
Villa Marina has the only covered
of the Caribbean state.
drystack on the island. This will be

Redeveloping
Pelican Harbor

USA: Palm Bay City Council, Brevard County, Florida has voted to accept
the recommendation of The Bayfront Community Redevelopment Agency to
execute a purchase contract with Space Coast Marinas LLC for the sale of
Pelican Harbor Marina, reports SpaceCoastDaily.com
restaurant and retail.
According to the newsfeed, Space
The buyer also intends to renovate
Coast Marinas submitted an offer of $1.9
the existing slip system and is looking
million to buy the marina and redevelop
to invest at least $10-12 million overall
it as a drystack and service facility with
on the site.
boat club, outdoor entertainment venue,

IBEX turns 30
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USA: Preparations are now underway for the 30th anniversary of the
International Boatbuilders’ Exhibition and Conference (IBEX), to be held
28th-30th September 2021 in the Tampa Convention Center, Tampa, Florida. The
Marina & Yard Pavilion will, once again, be a central focus.
“The IBEX team and over 550
exhibitors are excited to return to an inperson event this year to celebrate 30
years of IBEX,” said show director Anne
Dunbar. “We have learned so much
over this past year about how important
live events are for the industry to
conduct its business.”
“We have been working with the City
of Tampa and the convention centre
staff to provide a safe environment
for all exhibitors and visitors. We

look forward to seeing everyone in
September,” she added.
IBEX 2021 will offer visitors access
to hundreds of exhibitors spread
throughout three exhibit halls and
outdoor displays, as well as demos on
the IBEX docks. IBEX will also offer
unparalleled training and education
from industry experts and associations,
networking events and exciting new inshow experiences for all to enjoy.
Further information: www.ibexshow.com
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THE BEST CROATIAN MARINA
Rogoznica - N43° 31.8’ E15° 57.8’

• R E G AT TA S
• WEDDINGS
• TEAMBUILDINGS
Marina Frapa is the best
Croatian marina!

powered by Yacht club Frapa
21. - 24. 10. 2021

GAS STATION - YACHT SER VICE - DRY DOCK
RESTAURANTS - HOTELS - SHOPS
NIGHT CLUB - POOL BAR

Follow us:

www.marinafrapa.hr
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Marina Frapa • Uvala Soline 1 • 22203 Rogoznica • Croatia
+385 22 55 99 00 • frapa@marinafrapa.hr

Visit us

Dubrovnik - N42° 39.5’ E18° 4.9’

Marina Frapa - Dubrovnik
Lapadska obala 21A • 20000 Dubrovnik
+385 20 42 22 66 • dubrovnik@marinafrapa.hr

WORLD NEWS

Planning ahead
for IWMC

62 YEARS OF
MARINA
INNOVATION.

PORTUGAL: While the ICOMIA team and organisers of the World Marinas
Conference (IWMC) in Dubai (12th-14th October) are busy planning the 2021
event, ICOMIA has confirmed that IWMC 2023 will be held in Portugal.
ICOMIA Marinas Group members
selected Portugal from a variety of
bids from other European countries
and the USA. The 2023 event will be
held at Vilamoura Marina in the heart
of the Algarve and will be co-hosted by
the Portuguese Association of Ports &
Marinas (APPR).
APPR president, Isolete Correia,
said: “IWMC is the largest gathering
of the marine industry and we are
very pleased to have been selected to
host this prestigious event in 2023. It
will be a great honour to welcome the
world’s leaders in the boating industry
to Portugal – a country that has strong
nautical traditions, is a pioneer in sailing
unfamiliar seas and is therefore the

perfect place to host this conference.”
“Amidst the challenging economic
situation, it was good to see a host
of strong bids for the 2023 ICOMIA
World Marinas Conference,” added
ICOMIA secretary general Udo Kleinitz.
“My thanks and respect go to those
bids who were not chosen this time.
IWMC 2023 will focus on what we have
learned from the ongoing pandemic
crisis, what has changed in terms of
regulations and how we can make the
industry even more sustainable.”
The ICOMIA team looks forward
to welcoming the industry first and
foremost to Dubai for the 2021
conference, and to planning for a
successful follow up event in 2023.

IGY to manage
Harbour Island
project

BAHAMAS: Island Global Yachting (IGY) has been selected by Briland Club to
manage its superyacht marina project on Harbour Island. The marina is part of
the first phase of a luxury development.
Upon completion, the 27-acre (11ha) Briland Club marina will feature
hurricane rated floating docks, in-slip
fuelling, high speed Internet access and
more. Marina guests will enjoy on-site
dining options and have full access to
a wellness centre, spa, golf simulators
and nature trails.
Commonly referred to as the
“Nantucket of the Caribbean”, Harbour
Island attracts with its dazzling array
of water activities and its pink sand
beaches. “The Briland Residences and
Marina is an outstanding addition to the
yachting and tourism product offered
in the Bahamas and IGY is proud to
share this exciting, new superyacht
destination with our thousands of
global customers,” says Eric Simonton,

IGY executive vice president real
estate. “This quintessential yachting
destination is sure to far exceed
expectations.”
“Briland Club will create incredible
experiences for the global luxury
market, and with the expertise of a
company well versed in superyacht
marina development, operations,
marketing and community involvement,
we are excited to have IGY on our
team,” notes Michael Leemhuis,
president of Briland Club.
The marina is expected to
accommodate a range of vessels from
70ft (21m) to over 250ft (76m) and is
targeted to open in the third quarter of
2021. Project completion is planned for
late 2023.
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WAT E R F RO N T D E V E LO P M E N T & M A R I N A M A S T E R P LA N N I N G
F E A S I B I L I TY S T U D I E S & M A R K E T R E S E A RC H | B U S I N E S S P LA N N I N G
M A R I N A D E S I G N | T E N D E R & P RO J E CT M A N AG E M E N T
M A R I N E O P E RAT I O N S M A N AG E M E N T | E N V I RO N M E N TA L & L E G I S LAT I V E A DV I C E
P RO P E RTY CO N S U LTA N CY S E RV I C E S

Setting the world standard in marina design

Marina Projects has the personnel with the breadth

development, from concept to operation, and our ability

of skills and experience to make a unique and highly

to think successfully through any challenge comes as part

valuable contribution to any marina and waterfront

of the package.

project, anywhere in the world.

Whatever the requirements, we will exceed expectations

We provide independent, objective advice to our clients,

to deliver a world leading solution that considers the

including private developers, commercial organisations

needs of our clients and stakeholders at every stage.

and government bodies. Our range of services covers

ΖI\RXȇGOLNHWRȴQGRXWPRUHDERXWRXUVHUYLFHVFRQWDFW

every possible aspect of marina design and waterfront

us about your next project today.

enquiries@marinaprojects.com
United Kingdom +44 (0)23 9252 6688

|

|

www.marinaprojects.com

Hong Kong +852 3796 3533

|

Cyprus +357 97714495

WORLD NEWS

Creating a new maritime hub
SRI LANKA: Gamini Herath, managing director of Boat Building Technology
Improvement Institute, has revealed that plans exist to develop 12 marinas by
2030 to form a network of 1,200 berths around the island, according to a report
in Ceylon Daily News.
Herath shared the news while
speaking at a webinar ‘Recreational
Boating Development in Sri Lanka’
organised by the Sri Lanka Export
Development Board.
“We are envisaging eight million tourist
arrivals by 2030 and we believe we
may have a market potential for 4,000
to 5,000 boats. Moreover, we’re talking

about creating a maritime hub,” he said.
The newsfeed also reported his
confirmation that Colombo Port City
marina breakwater has been completed
and awaits the investment required for
berthing infrastructure etc. It is currently
being used by a charter company on a
temporary lease. Other developments
include plans for a marina in Marawila.

Charter show with
regional target
USVI: The International Yacht Brokers Association (IYBA) in partnership with
IGY Marinas is to stage the inaugural Caribbean Charter Yacht Show at Yacht
Haven Grande, St Thomas from 9th-12th December this year.
The decision to host the event was
driven by growing desire for “a more
localised and targeted” show. “This will
be a unique, intimate, secure and value
driven experience in a private marina
in support of an industry that directly
impacts local economies,” said IYBA
president Bob Saxon. “While the need
for certain large scale superyacht trade
shows remains, we believe that an
opportunity exists to begin to reset the
boat show model and annual calendar

with more targeted events like this.”
Open to charter brokers from around
the globe, the show is anticipated to
host a total of 50 superyachts and
exhibits from a range of support
services at a time when the need
for assistance could not be greater.
There will also be a host of informative
presentations, fun activities and
entertainment, all with a local United
States Virgin Islands’ theme.
www.caribbeancharterys.com

Destination marina
in the Pilbara

SUCCESSFUL
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INFRASTRUCTURE.

AUSTRALIA: Major earthworks have commenced for Port Hedland Spoilbank
Marina in the Pilbara in the north of Western Australia.
MGN Civil Pty was awarded a $10
million contract for the construction
of the marina basin footprint and has
also won the contract to build the
breakwaters. The tender is out for
stage three, to design and build marina
structures including the boat ramp and
marina berths.
When complete, the marina is set to
transform Port Hedland’s waterfront into
a destination for locals and visitors. The
new marina will include a four-lane boat

ramp and 21 slips (with the capacity to
extend to 80), trailer parking for up to
200 vehicles, and public amenities.
The marina will alleviate demand on
existing boat launching facilities and
improve boating safety as a separate
entrance channel to the main shipping
lane is being developed.
Over 200 jobs are being created
during the construction phase and the
bulk of goods and services are locally
sourced.
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Imperia Como Agios Kosmas Monfalcone
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WORLD NEWS

Coral Sea wins service award
AUSTRALIA: Coral Sea Marina
Resort was awarded Superyacht
Industry Service Provider of the Year
at the ASMEX Australian Marine
Industry Awards 2021.
Kate Purdie, Coral Sea Marina
CEO, said: “We are honoured to be
recognised with this prestigious award.
At Coral Sea Marina we pride ourselves
on impeccable facilities and outstanding
service. Visiting superyachts are
an integral part of the Whitsundays’
economy, and delivering outstanding
service is a true team effort.”
After a challenging year for
Queensland tourism, with the
Whitsunday and Great Barrier Reef
regions heavily impacted by domestic
and international travel restrictions,
2021 is lining up to be a strong year for
visitors.
With the domestic superyacht fleet

leveraging demand for charter this
winter, Coral Sea Marina Resort will

Safe, successful,
global and realistic
NETHERLANDS: Metstrade 2021 – 16th-18th November – will be a genuinely
hybrid event including three days of live broadcasts via the all-new
Metstrade TV.
Organised in accordance with RAI’s
This means a temporary one-year floor
stringent COVID-19 protocol and
plan but still enables the organisers to
working with the EU’s Digital COVID
welcome almost as many exhibitors as
Certificate (DCC), RAI Amsterdam will
the record-breaking 2019 show.
be a safe venue. “The main goal of RAI
In addition to the country pavilions,
Amsterdam and our partner ICOMIA
specialist pavilions such as the
is to create a safe, successful and
Marina & Yard Pavilion will be suitably
realistic gathering of the leisure marine
accommodated. The Superyacht Forum
industry,” says Metstrade director Niels
will take place from 15th-17th November
Klarenbeek. “The enormous appetite
and other partners like HISWAamong exhibitors and visitors to come
RECRON, Global Marina Institute and
together again in Amsterdam has been
NMEA also intend to organise events.
both inspiring and humbling.”
A second stream of visitors will
Exhibitor applications topped the
have the opportunity to access
1,300 mark. “We see hardly any
Metstrade from their homes or offices
changes in terms of participation
via the Connect platform. This online
from all across Europe and North
participation will be significantly
America. Exhibitors from other markets
enhanced by the introduction of
are being very creative to ensure
Metstrade TV, broadcast live and on the
representation on the exhibition floor,
internet from a special studio in Hall 6.
underlining the fact that Metstrade
Pernille La Lau, who successfully
2021 will be a truly global show again.”
anchored the virtual Metstrade event
Due to the pandemic, this year’s
last December, will host a wide variety
event will be held in the Europa
of programmes over the three days
Complex (Halls 1-7) of RAI Amsterdam.
of the exhibition. These will include
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once again play host to a range of
superyachts migrating north.
interviews with leading lights of the
industry, expert panels discussing
the latest developments and live
reports from the exhibition floor. It
will also offer regular opportunities
for interaction with the worldwide
audience who can contribute
questions that will be answered by
experts on the ground in Amsterdam.
The comprehensive programme
will also feature the 30th DAME
Awards competition, a series of
TechTalks, sustainability sessions and
a retrospective of the Boat Builders
Awards ceremony.
The Metstrade Connect platform will
enable everyone to see who is joining
and easily connect with them, prior to,
during, and after the event. Attendees
can make personal agendas, set up
appointments and enjoy a livestream of
Metstrade TV.
“Taken as a whole, all these
innovative tools and content will
ensure exhibitors and visitors alike
gain maximum efficiency from their
visit to Amsterdam,” adds Klarenbeek.
“There is a tangible desire within the
industry to meet in person and discuss
issues they’ve experienced, such as
disrupted supply chains. We know the
audience requires the proper tools to
make the most of their trip and both the
RAI and the Metstrade team are doing
everything in their power to deliver
them.”
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SPONSORED FEATURE: WIGGINS LIFT

Launching the Marina eBull:
the e-xciting alternative
A fully electric Wiggins Yard eBull recharges after working a full shift.
maintenance cost can result in a
lower total cost of ownership after
only a few years of use.

Variable e-charge
Wiggins offers two options for
charging depending on the marina’s
operations: slower Level 2 AC
charging, which has an empty-to-full
charge time of eight to ten hours;
and quicker DC fast charging, with
an empty-to-full charge time of two
hours or less.

SPONSORED FEATURE: WIGGINS LIFT

Wiggins Lift Co, a long-time acknowledged leader in the marine forklift sector
announces the latest in a line-up of innovative marine forklifts – a fully electric,
zero-emission version of the iconic Marina Bull. The Marina eBull is something
to get excited about.
Along with the provenance of being a
Marina Bull, and thus the most widely
used boat handling forklift by marinas,
boat dealers and boatyards around the
world, the Marina eBull has a lithium
ion battery that literally powers it into
a class of its own: the marina owner
benefits from improved performance
and reduced maintenance; the forklift
operator is healthier and happier, with a
smoother, quieter ride; the boat owner
has a soot-free boat; and everyone
living nearby, dining or shopping near
the marina no longer has to hear the
rumble of a diesel engine.

transmission preventative maintenance
and filter replacements that can cost
thousands of dollars a year per unit.
Despite the higher initial purchase
cost, the reduction in operation and

For marinas that do not run
late or overnight shifts, Wiggins
recommends Level 2 AC charging.
As the standard Marina eBull is
designed to work an entire eight
hour shift on one charge (actual
runtime will depend on each
customer’s duty cycle), customers
running a single shift can simply put the
eBull on the Level 2 charger at the end
of the day and it will be fully charged
and ready to work the next morning.
For very busy marinas, or boatyards
that need to run back-to-back shifts,
Wiggins also offers a DC fast charger
with opportunity charging when

Less e-xpensive
The Marina eBull can significantly
reduce the total cost of ownership over
a diesel truck. For example, Wiggins’
customers have seen a reduction
in operating costs of over 90% with
the eBull, as the eBull completely
eliminates the need to purchase diesel
fuel or Tier 4 DEF fluid. The eBull also
eliminates the need for engine and
Wiggins is the industry leader in boat
handling forklifts, used at marinas, boat
dealerships and boatyards around the world.
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possible throughout the day. Wiggins
can help you optimise charging
infrastructure for specific operations to
reduce total cost and maximise runtime.
For Level 2 charging, 240V A/C
power is required. For DC fast charging,
480V A/C power is required. Wiggins
discusses specific requirements
with every customer to ensure that
infrastructure needs are met.

Built to e-volve

E-asy driving
Without the noise and rumble
associated with large, industrial diesel
engines, the Marina eBull delivers
significantly less wear and tear to the
operator than a traditional diesel forklift.
Operators have remarked that with no
shaking or rattling typically generated
by a diesel engine, the eBull feels
sturdier and more solid than the trucks
they are used to driving. With no sound,
no shaking, and smooth, powerful
acceleration, the eBull is a joy to drive.

E-co friendly
The zero emission Marina eBull
is the responsible choice for the
environmentally-conscious decision
maker. By eliminating the soot and
fumes that even the cleanest diesel
engines can emit, and without
sacrificing performance, marina owners
and managers can feel confident about
the eBull’s performance in every area.
The environmentally friendly nature of

Wiggins will offer its entire Marina Bull product line in electric.
the eBull can also offer a differentiating
factor to help attract eco-conscious
boat owners to your marina.

E-ssential safety
While customers (and their neighbours!)
who operate in residential areas love
the silent nature of the eBull, it can also
create concerns about pedestrian safety.
The eBull has several features that can
help mitigate that concern. Wiggins
offers a white noise generator on board
that makes ambient noise whenever the
eBull is in motion. In addition, a series of
flashing strobe lights around the vehicle
and an optional Boundary Zone Marker
help to warn pedestrians of the eBull’s
proximity. A rear- and side-facing radar
system also actively senses nearby
obstacles and pedestrians and warns
the operator of their presence while in
reverse. In addition, all Wiggins products
come equipped with a back-up camera
as a standard feature.

E-yes on your fleet
As an added option, Wiggins offers
remote tracking - a web-based
telematics system that allows the
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customer to access relevant, real-time
data from their fleet: vehicle location,
state of charge, recent activity,
troubleshooting help, and more.

Battery e-fficiency
The lithium ion batteries in the eBull
are expected to maintain 70% of
original capacity after 3,000+ charge
cycles. This means that after 3,000
full charge cycles (empty to full), the
eBull will run for about 70% as long as
it did when first purchased. This would
give the batteries an expected useful
life of more than 20,000 hours. Also,
the eBull’s modular battery design
allows battery packs to be replaced
one at a time, instead of having to be
completely replaced at once.
Wiggins is excited to put the ‘e’ in
Marina Bull - and to bring this newest
innovation to the boat handling
industry.
To find out how the Wiggins team
can help you craft a zero emission
solution for your marina or boatyard,
contact Wiggins Lift at +1 (805) 5747631 or sales@wigginslift.com
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Wiggins understands that electric
vehicle technology is progressing
rapidly and the eBull is designed to
be able to accommodate future
technological advances, such as more
efficient battery packs or hydrogen fuel
cells. The eBull built today is designed
to be retrofitted down the line as new
technology becomes available. In
addition, there are several levels of
onboard battery storage available, with
the capability of adding batteries after
delivery if a little extra range is needed.
Wiggins offers several on-board battery
packages, ranging from light use
applications where only a few hours of
run time is needed per day to heavy
use, for operators who need to run ten
to 12 hours on a single charge.

DESIGNED AND BUILT TO
SURVIVE THE HARSHEST
OF CONDITIONS

PAT E N T # 1 0 , 9 6 7, 9 4 1 / 6 , 2 5 0 , 9 4 5

Golden’s Patented Hybrid Concrete Dock System is
comprised of high-quality components that provide
longevity and minimal maintenance. It is one of the most
affordable concrete marine dock systems available on
the market while combining resilience with elegance,
making it one-of-a-kind.
W W W. G O L D E N M A R I N E S Y S T E M S . C O M

WORLD NEWS

Hurricane Hole rebuild on schedule
BAHAMAS: Sterling Global Financial, developer, manager and owner of Hurricane Hole Superyacht Marina at Paradise
Landing on Paradise Island reports significant headway with construction.
The master-planned yachting village
and marina is scheduled for completion
by the end of 2021, and Bellingham
Marine has been selected to supply
and install the floating concrete dock
system.
The completely rebuilt marina will
feature slips of up to 420ft (128m)
within a total of 6,100 linear feet
(1,860m) of deep-water floating and
fixed concrete docks. The sea walls
are designed to reduce wake and wave
action in all conditions.
David Kosoy, executive chairman and
founder of Sterling Global described
the project as a new dimension in
yachting in the Bahamas and luxury
living on Paradise Island. “With great
respect for Hurricane Hole’s place in
the rich history of Paradise Island and
the Bahamas, we are committed to
redeveloping this famous marina into
a premier yachting destination and a
place for the community to enjoy,” he
said.
As a five-star destination and home
port, the marina will provide 24hour security, on-site Customs and
Immigration services, 400-amp, 480volt power, fuel and pump-out service,
laundry, shower and dressing room
facilities.
Paradise Landing will include

luxury dockside
residences,
world-class retail,
fine dining and
extensive amenities
designed for
owners, guests and
yacht crew. Other
amenities include
waterfront bars
and restaurants, a
gourmet grocery
store, executive
office suites, yacht
provisioning,
wine and liquor
superstore with
dockside delivery,
a luxury day spa and nail salon, fullservice gym, a dry cleaner, bank,
executive office space, medical clinic
and pharmacy.
Slip owners also have access to the
world-renowned Atlantis Resort, which
is just 120 steps away, offering 40
restaurants and bars, luxury shopping,
a waterpark and casino.
Additional features include in-dock
cable for high-speed internet, golf
cart rental, boat detailing and interior
cleaning. A separate pool, lounge and
gym complex has been developed
exclusively for yacht captains and crew.

The Residences at Paradise Landing
will feature two and three-bedroom
layouts with contemporary design floorto-ceiling windows. All have waterfront
views.
Steve Ryder, senior project
development manager at Bellingham
Marine, said: “We are looking forward
to delivering a superior product that will
attract yacht owners and crew for many
years to come. Our tested and timeproven construction methods combined
with advancements in materials and an
appreciation for value engineering are
the foundation of our award-winning
projects.”

Extra boost for South Coast portfolio
UK: Premier Marinas has purchased Universal Marina on the River Hamble for an undisclosed sum. It now owns and
operates ten marinas on the English south coast.
integrating the site into the Premier
Set in tranquil surroundings on
Marinas group. Universal Marina
the east bank of the River Hamble,
complements our existing portfolio
close to Premier’s Swanwick Marina,
and adds to our already successful
Universal Marina provides 240 walk
operation at Swanwick Marina. We
ashore marina pontoon berths, a
take a long term approach to the
130 boat drystack facility and a
ownership of our marinas and have
full-service boatyard, including a 75
the experience and investment
tonne travel hoist.
capacity to further enhance this
The site is also home to an
site.”
onsite café and restaurant and has
a thriving tenant community with
Avia Willmet, the previous owner
around 30 marine and non-marine
of Universal Marina will step down
commercial tenants housed in
from her role as managing director,
approximately 6,300m² (68,000ft²) of
and Graham Bristowe – longcommercial buildings.
serving general manager at Premier
Premier CEO, Pete Bradshaw,
– will assume the role of managing
commented: “We are delighted
the newly named Premier Universal
with the purchase of Universal
Marina alongside Premier’s
Marina and are looking forward to
Swanwick site.
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WORLD NEWS
of accommodating superyachts of up to
100m (330ft).
While COVID-19 took its toll on
the general global economy, Asia
witnessed an increase in boating
interest. Yacht brands and agents
recorded hiked or even record sales in
Hong Kong in 2020.
“We expect as the COVID-19
pandemic comes down and border
restrictions loosen, there will be more
inter-continent cruising activities,” says
Charlotte Ho, director of hospitality,
marketing and membership of Auberge
Hospitality.

Early boost at Lantau
HONG KONG: About nine months into the soft opening of Lantau Yacht Club
(LYC) marina, over a dozen yachts are moored up. The majority are over 25m
(82ft) in length.
Built to the highest standards, LYC’s
typhoon-sheltered marina offers 148

berths of 10-60m (33-197ft) and is the
first yacht club in Hong Kong capable

CROATIA: D-Marin Global Marina
Network has welcomed Marina
Tribunj as the fourth destination in
its 1,760-berth Croatia cluster.

and all in a location that provides
access to some of the best island
sailing in the world.”

“LYC, as a redeveloped marina,
has berths available for existing and
prospective yacht owners, as well as
the capacity to welcome visiting yachts
from abroad. Also, yacht owners who
were not able to acquire an additional
yacht or upgrade a yacht before, due
to the lack of moorings, may now
reconsider the purchase. What’s more,
yacht owners looking for yachting
staycations to try out new marinas are
welcome to come to LYC on a visiting
member basis,” she adds.

D-Marin adds fourth Croatian marina
It is the fifteenth location in the
group’s growing portfolio of boating
destinations across the Mediterranean
and the UAE.
Marina Tribunj is located on the
Adriatic coast in the centre
of Dalmatia between the
existing network destinations
of D-Marin Mandelina and
D-Marin Dalmacija. It is a
peaceful marina with 220 wet
berths and 50 dry berths, and
onsite facilities include a full
service boatyard, fuel station,
technical boat services,
marina restaurant and
accommodation.

“As our fourth investment in
Croatian tourism, we believe that the
combination of excellent connections
by road and air make travel possible
even in the most challenging of times
and this accessibility, along with world
class destinations, makes for a highly

compelling customer offer.”
Marina Tribunj director, Tomislav
Paškvalin, added: “Our team is
delighted to become part of the D-Marin
marina network. Our shared ambition
to provide customers with the highest
standards of service and opportunities
to sail across so many locations in
Croatia is a great development for
Marina Tribunj.”

“We are delighted to be
adding Marina Tribunj to the
group’s network,” said D-Marin
CEO Oliver Dörschuck.
“The marina has everything
a boater could need, great
facilities and excellent
customer service delivered by
an experienced marina team,
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MARINA UPDATE

Al Qana: Abu Dhabi’s ‘Riviera’
Drama from the air! CGI showing the
boulevard-style layout and bridges.

While the pontoons are now
complete and boat owners can sign up
for a membership scheme, like most
marinas undergoing development
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
Al Qana experienced construction
challenges. “We maintained a continuity
of the project while prioritising the
safety of the Al Qana community,” Andy
Savill, waterway and marina manager
at Al Qana, explains. “By implementing
very high standards of health and
safety for our office and construction
site workers, we have managed to
hit our set milestones at a reassuring
pace.”
Al Qana – the latest in a long line of impressive waterfront developments in
the United Arab Emirates – is located in the heart of Abu Dhabi. The boulevardstyle facility extends across 2.4km (1.5mi) of waterfront that is connected
by four eye-catching bridges. World-class dining, entertainment, retail and
adventure are offered in an all-year-round warm climate. Charlotte Niemiec
reports
The 107-berth marina, developed by
Al Barakah International Investment
and completed earlier this year, aims
to appeal to both local residents and
visitors. Those without vessels will
have the option of chartering boats
to experience the yachting lifestyle
and, with its Riviera-style berthing
arrangements and services, the marina
is set to attract luxury yacht owners.
Located in the Rabdan area of Abu
Dhabi – the historic natural waterway

bordering the mainland – Al Qana
is one of the city’s most unique and
iconic destinations. Easily accessible
from Abu Dhabi island and adjacent
to neighbouring five-star hotels, it is a
prime location for both residents and
tourists. With no high-rise buildings
and towers in the immediate vicinity, Al
Qana offers uninterrupted spectacular
views across the waters to the Sheikh
Zayed Grand Mosque and the nearby
Memorial Park.

The marina has been designed to
accommodate yachts with a maximum
air draught of 6m (19ft), based on
the clearance of the four bridges that
must be navigated to access the site.
However, the marina will still welcome
superyacht tenders and support
vessels to ensure all yacht owners can
experience Al Qana by vessel, Savill
confirms.
The marina will offer 107 berths in
total – including its water taxi stations
– ranging from 10-20m (33-66ft) with
maximum shore power connections of
63 amp, 3-phase. The floating pontoon
system has an aluminium frame and
WPC decking with LLDPE polyethylene
floaters and was supplied by PMS
Marine Turkey.
Al Qana will offer a unique fuelling
service for its members, to be disclosed
closer to opening day, Savill says, and
all 15-20m (49-66ft) berths will have
in-berth pump-out.
“Al Qana Marina will operate 24 hours
a day and have marina team members
present to assist with any requests and
on hand to deal with emergencies,”
Savill explains. “But the UAE is one
of the safest places to live and petty
crimes don’t exist here, so security
has never been an issue. However, it’s
always essential for a marina to gauge
risks and ensure control procedures
are in place to cover any eventuality.”
As a precaution, all gangways will have
electronic gates and members will have
access via RFID cards. The bridgeheads
will have CCTV surveillance and
Al Qana Cinema.
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The Icon (VIP dining).
and featuring the UAE’s longest
water tunnel, with over 250 species
of fish and more than 30,000 birds,
amphibians, arachnids and reptiles.
The lifestyle development will boast
a large-scale supermarket, restaurants
and cafés, convenience stores and a
variety of essential retail shops for the
neighbouring community, along with
cinemas, theatres, activity centres,
indoor theme parks, a virtual reality
gaming centre, an aquarium and more.

roaming security patrol officers will be
available at all times.
The marina will not offer its own
boatyard, but nearby Al Bateen offers
services and some newer locations are
opening close by, Savill explains, which
will offer higher-end services.

Ideal cruising ground

Abu Dhabi is an archipelago comprising
over 200 islands and, as such, has
a deep connection with the sea. Its
skyline boasts gleaming skyscrapers,
five-star hotels and enormous shopping
malls, while watersports of any variety
are easily found.
The city is also an ideal cruising
ground offering plentiful marina options
to suit all boat owners. One popular
option is the 227-berth Yas Marina on
Yas Island, which sits alongside the
Circuit Formula 1 race track, offering
watersports, boat charters and more.
The prestigious Emirates Palace Marina
boasts full superyacht berthing facilities
– 167 berths for superyachts up to
140m (459ft) and instant deep-water
access off Abu Dhabi Corniche. The
50-berth Eastern Mangroves Marina
provides berths for yachts up to 24m
(79ft) in length and sits adjacent to the
five-star Anantara Eastern Mangroves
Abu Dhabi Hotel. Onshore facilities
include restaurants, watersports and
water-based explorations of the region’s
famously lush mangroves.

your competitors. Al Qana will offer
unparalleled service and hospitality,
which will set it apart from the marinas
in the region.”

Five-star services

“If you can visualise arriving at a
five-star hotel where every need is
met, this is the standard that will be
delivered to members and visitors
of Al Qana Marina,” Savill says. “All
facilities expected of a marina today are
available; however, a switch from the
status quo of how these facilities and
services are delivered
is where Al Qana
marina will stand out.”

“With destinations ever evolving
over the past decade, people are now
seeking places that offer adventure
and rejuvenation – mainly open air
spaces with lavish landscapes and
water features. For this reason, Al Qana
aims to transform Abu Dhabi into the
most livable city in the world, to meet
the needs of new lifestyle trends. The
experiences at Al Qana are rooted and
uniquely inspired by the post-pandemic
demand for a healthier lifestyle. In a
very few years, the marina at Al Qana
will rejuvenate this area of the capital
and become ‘the place to be’ for those
wanting to dine, socialise or sail off into
the sunset,” Savill concludes.

To help it stand
out even further, Al
Qana will feature
the largest aquarium
in the Middle East
region, spanning
5,000m² (53,820ft²)
The marina offers a total
of 107 berths at floating
aluminium pontoons
with WPC decking.

“The UAE has a longstanding
heritage with the sea and Abu Dhabi
has some excellent marinas and
cruising grounds,” says Savill. “The
industry is well matured and, to become
a marina of choice among all the
available options, you must deliver
something unique and different from
Sunset Terraces.
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS

Genoa, once again “superba”
By May 2021, the new Waterfront Marina
was already looking established, with a
good mix of boats and an increasing level
of superyachts.
It made a €133 million contribution to
Ligurian GDP.
A yacht of 36-50m (118-164ft) has
an average daily economic impact of
€8,805 in Genoa and, if the vessel
exceeds 75m (246ft) in length, over
€45,000. And there are plenty of ports
of call. In addition to berthing at various
associations and clubs, the city has
Alberto Amico:
“Waterfront Marina is
the result of synergistic
work between public
and private sectors
and is a step forward
for Genoa’s path to
becoming the international superyacht
capital.”
Thanks to successful synergy between public and private sectors, the Italian
city of Genoa is becoming a major superyacht hub. This has breathed new life
and purpose to its waterfront and upheld its naval, seafaring and navigation
traditions. Donatella Zucca explores new developments.
Before examining Genoa’s
phenomenal achievement as a
Mediterranean boating hub and its
specific attraction for large yachts, it is
important to take a look at the Italian
economy which, despite the impact of
COVID-19, is not suffering the levels of
downturn that some predicted.
The European Commission has
reported a drop of 8.8% GDP for 2020
as against a predicted drop of 12.8%. In
the third quarter of 2020, Italy was thus
among the fastest growing economies
in Europe and this trend has continued
into summer 2021. The Confindustria
Nautica General Assembly has also
reported that the turnover in the Italian
nautical industry for 2020 should equal
that of 2019.
The Global Order Book 2021 further
reconfirms the country as having world
leadership in terms of superyacht
orders (since 2009) and gross tonnage.
Enter Genoa. For years the city
has been enriched by leisure boating
operators and infrastructure, and
the new focus on its core nautical
strengths via the Genova for Yachting
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cluster will soon severely challenge
competitors in La Ciotat (France) and
Barcelona (Spain). Genova for Yachting
has 50 associates in the national and
international superyacht sector and
had a turnover of €210 million in 2019.
Despite being formed just four years
ago, it includes over 1,800 nautical
suppliers.
In 2019, according to the European
House-Ambrosetti, a study based
on the Genova for
Yachting members’
data, and the
Total Equivalent
Economic Impact
(TEEI), superyacht
boating (also called
professional boating)
had a €369 million
impact, with 1,800
yacht visits and
accommodation of
7,000 crew members.

three major marinas, and the Italian
Yacht Club - the oldest sailing club
in the Mediterranean and the host of
major international sailing competitions.
With facilities like the new Waterfront
Marina, catering for vessels of 8-110m
(26-360ft), and Marina Genova with
berths for yachts up to 130m (430ft),
Genoa can accommodate any type of
pleasure boat.
While the European HouseAmbrosetti has singled out professional
boating as generating more income for
the city, proportionally, than revenue
from port activities, other valuable
contributors include architect, Renzo
Piano, the Municipality of Genoa, the

Overview of the new
Darsena project,
brought to life by
Amico & Co.
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Marina Genova, just a couple of miles from
Genoa’s World Heritage historic centre,
can berth yachts up to 130m (430ft).
Port System Authority of Ponente
Ligure and the Liguria Region, and
Amico & Co – the major protagonist of
the nautical scene.
Amico is one of the top three
companies in the world for repair and
refit of maxi and mega yachts and
has 60% of the 20-year concession
for the south-eastern section of the
Darsena dock. It is in this location that,
together with Pesto Sea Group, Amico
has kicked off the Genoa Superyacht
Hub project with the development of
Waterfront Marina.
The new marina introduces the
international superyacht community
to the excellence of services offered
in Genoa, Liguria and northern Italy.
A major feature of the project is a
long offshore breakwater that will help
maintain current traffic, attract more
vessels, boost employment and raise
security standards. Work will start
in mid-January 2022 and should be
complete in 2028. “The breakwater
is not only for Genoa but also for the
north west, our most industrialised
area, which must restart and lead
the country,” said regional president
Giovanni Toti.

Levante waterfront

Notable architect Renzo Piano has
been working at various stages to
revitalise Genoa’s waterfront. The €350
million project, which is one of the most
significant urban redevelopment works
in Italy, will revamp the area between
The impressive Salone Nautico pavilion
at the Genoa Boat Show.

Calata Gadda and Punta Vagno.
In 2022/23 a 16,000m² (172,000ft²)
park will be created and connected
by panoramic lift to the Corso Aurelio
Saffi. Mediterranean trees and
scrubland and new buildings with
solar panels will be included. In the
Fiera areas, where the annual Genoa
International Boat Show is held, the
recently demolished C pavilion will
be replaced with a large canal that
connects to the rest of the dock.
Excavation has begun. The quays
beside the docks will have large
covered and uncovered pedestrian
walkways and acoustic barriers.
One of Piano’s particular desires was
to naturalise Piazzale Kennedy with
the creation of an urban beach and
continuation of the cycleway/pathway
to Porto Antico, the urban park and
navigable canal that stretches from
Darsena to Calata Gadda.

“Genoa is the Mediterranean’s
number one shipping port,” says Mayor
Marco Bucci. “We would like to have
the same status for leisure craft and for
everything that revolves around leisure
boating and be recognised as such by
Italy and the world. Genoa has around
60,000 boaters, including me, and this
increases even further in the summer
months even though sailing is possible
all year round.”

Waterfront Marina
Waterfront Marina, just inaugurated
by Amico & Co refit and maintenance
shipyard, integrates perfectly with
the Levante waterfront. It has been
designed to accommodate superyachts
requiring maintenance and to help
establish Genoa as a home port for
very large yachts.
With 43,000m² (141,000ft²) of water
space, the marina has two docks with
a total length of over 460m (1,510m)
and a 70m (230ft) long wharf for
megayachts up to 110m (360ft).
Services include a 4MW electrical
system, Wi-Fi and wired internet, and
grey and black water pump-out.
Landside facilities include a service
centre, lounge and meeting area, crew
accommodation area with kitchens,
bathrooms, laundry, yoga area, gym
and technical offices. An outdoor fitness
area offers three tennis, paddle and
multi-sports courts. There is car park
space for 101 vehicles including 13
electric cars, and a barbecue area.
Amico president, Alberto Amico, sees
the new marina as key to cementing
Genoa’s nautical reputation. “Just a
few months after construction of our
shiplift, we are proud to set up another
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CLEAN
WASTEWATER
DISPOSAL
PierPump – Trouble-free disposal of waste and bilge water
from boats and yachts.
When installing a wastewater management system harbor
operators have to make several decisions depending on the location,
number of berths and size to find the optimal system.
The Vogelsang PierPump is a customer-oriented high-performance
solution, which is easy to operate and allows bilge water or black
water to be pumped directly into the sewage system. The integrated
rotary lobe pump means that the PierPump is resistant to foreign
matter, so that the vacuum extraction process does not come to stop
if the wastewater contains foreign matter. Wastewater tanks are
vacuum extracted in a very short time, and the voyage can continue.

VOGELSANG � LEADING IN TECHNOLOGY
vogelsang.info

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENTS
important infrastructure to help grow
our yard and the entire Genoese sector
on the international market,” he said.
“This infrastructure, by combining
innovation, technology and high quality
standards will give great impetus to
professional boating activities and the
local economy. Waterfront Marina is
the result of synergistic work between
public and private sectors and is a step
forward for Genoa’s path to becoming
the international superyacht capital.”
The shiplift, to which Amico refers,
has a 4,000 ton capacity and can
handle, haul and launch yachts of up
to 95m (312ft) in length. It can work
simultaneously on six vessels of 6095m (197-312ft) and is completed by a
trolley system on rails.

Genoa Boat Show

Work on the Levante waterfront will
significantly benefit Genoa’s 61st Salone
Nautico Internazionale and, in 2023, a
new layout will emerge. The show, an
icon for Genoa and Italy, which in its
best years outclassed most boat shows
around the world, opened for business
even during the pandemic (with
maximum safety measures). Its success

has always been largely due to its
multi-specialist format which represents
all nautical sectors and, as such, it is a
driver for leisure marine developments
in the city and the country.
This year, the Genoa Boat Show
takes place 16th-21st September with
new features including Yachts and
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Porto Antico, at the heart of the city, will
be more accessible when plans to revitalise
Genoa’s waterfront progress.
Superyachts; Sailing World; Boating
Discovery; Tech Trade; and Living with
the Sea. Exhibitor space was sold out
as Marina World closed for press in
early July.
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PLANNING & DESIGN

Belgrade marina unique and boutique
UK-based consultancy Marina Projects has been appointed by Sebre Marina
Dorć ol to help with the design and delivery of a new marina and waterfront
development in Serbia’s capital Belgrade. It will be the first modern fullservice marina in the city and has sparked considerable interest from the
local community. The marina’s location at the heart of a waterfront residential
development will deliver a new lifestyle offering that Sebre Marina Dorć ol has
focused upon in its marketing and branding materials.
Located on the River Danube, the
mixed-use waterfront project involves
a €300 million regeneration of a site
previously used as a power station.
The site will be transformed to offer
residential properties, commercial
offices and green park space as well
as a marina and an active public
waterfront promenade with cafés, bars
and retail to provide a true destination
for locals and boat users alike.

space for visiting vessels. The
marina design adopts a bespoke and
contemporary layout to complement the
modern style architecture used for the
landside development.

The design has
been established with
consideration for the
site’s history and includes
the reconditioning of the
existing pump station
building to provide
dedicated access to the
marina. The buildings
were previously used for
extracting cooling water
for the power station but
will now accommodate
a prominent centralised
marina operations control
building with commanding
views over the marina and
entrance to the berthing
pontoons. Access to the
pontoons will be via a 33m (108ft)
pedestrian gangway.
The scope of services has included
an assessment of the site constraints
and opportunities, market research and
the confirmation of a preferred concept
design to be taken forward into the
design development. Further stages of
work have included taking the project
through the detailed design and its
integration with the wider development
proposals.
As part of the ongoing scope,
Marina Projects is also supporting the
client team through the procurement
phase of the project, which involves
the preparation of a detailed package
of technical documents that confirms
the design requirements and design
parameters for the marina equipment.

The marina will occupy an existing
inlet on the southern bank of the
Danube, located immediately to the
west of the disused power station,
which was originally constructed in the
1930s. The inlet, which has been used
in the past for recreational boating,
was originally constructed for receiving
barges delivering fuel to the power
station and includes an iconic gantry
crane structure spanning the basin.

Bespoke layout
Marina Projects has been
commissioned for the feasibility and
technical design of a ‘boutique’ marina
that includes berths for vessels up to
14m (46ft) and provision of berthing
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PLANNING & DESIGN

Marina Projects recognises the need
to establish clear divisions of design
responsibility and communicate
the requirements of the project
through a set of detailed Employer’s
Requirements and Performance
Specifications for each of the
project elements. In this regard, the
procurement process is tailored to the
project to ensure the development
is delivered in accordance with the
client’s vision and expectation. The
process also ensures that project risks
are identified, appropriately mitigated,
managed and retired throughout the
delivery phase.

Flood protection

An important design challenge for
Marina Dorć ol has included a detailed
review and assessment of river water
levels to ensure that the marina
can operate safely and effectively
at all times. The review extended to
analysis of previous flood events and
the establishment of a 1 in 200-year
extreme water level to inform the basis
of design for marina equipment. With
a range in water levels of over 7m
(23ft), the analysis has informed the
design and approach to quayside flood
protection and integration within the
landscape design of the development
whilst maintaining a public waterfront
which enjoys a close relationship to
activity on the water.
Flood protection is an ever-increasing
issue in the marine environment with the
rising threat of global climate change. In
general terms, the frequency of severe
weather events is forecast to increase

over future years, increasing the risk
and likelihood of significant flooding.
As a result, waterfront developments
need to factor adequate protection into
the design and fabric of the scheme to
ensure its long-term viability.
As marina consultants, Marina
Projects strives to reinforce the
connection between land and water
and identify design solutions that satisfy
flood protection requirements whilst
maintaining a close relationship at the
interface. In the case of Marina Dorćol,
this has been achieved through the
introduction of a terraced perimeter
walkway around the marina basin which
is fully accessible to the public during
periods of normal water levels. The
solution is integrated into the landscape
design and provides the all-important
access and connectivity with the
waterfrontage.

Iconic vision

Marina Dorć ol is seen as a
development for the local residents of
Belgrade and this vision has been a
key point of reference throughout the
design process. Simon Goodhead,
senior project manager at Marina
Projects comments: “Marina Dorć ol is
an exciting regeneration project at the
heart of Belgrade. The development
will introduce a much-needed high
quality berthing product for river users
to benefit and enjoy for years to come.
Marina Projects is pleased to be
involved in a scheme that will provide
significant improvement and growth to
the local marine leisure industry.”
The delivery phase of the project is
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scheduled to start this year, with the
construction of the quayside edge and
dredging of the marina basin being
amongst some of the first priorities.
Positioned centrally within the marina
basin and restrained by inset piles,
the floating pontoon system has been
designed with the intention of providing
berth holders with a feeling of space
through the introduction of an oversized
central walkway that tapers towards
the entrance to the marina basin. The
design is unique to Marina Dorć ol and
will be synonymous with the location.
Djordie Lukic of Sebre Marina Dorćol
added: “Having Marina Projects as
part of the professional team has been
instrumental in bringing forward a fully
considered design that responds to the
needs of the wider development plans.
Marina Dorć ol will be an important and
iconic urban waterfront development
that will provide significant socioeconomic and leisure benefits to the
local area.”
Marina Projects managing
director, Mike Ward, said: “The River
Danube presents some complex and
challenging design issues, but our
breadth of knowledge and experience
of inland waterway projects has helped
to design a feasible and sustainable
marina scheme that will provide a
unique focal point at the centre of the
waterfront development. Activation of
the water space is essential for any
waterfront project and this requires
careful consideration of the types
of user groups and needs of the
recreational boater.”
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BOATYARDS

Demands dictate fast-track
at The Boat Works
Just one year since opening its AU$100 million, 25-acre (10-ha) dedicated
superyacht yard, The Boat Works in Coomera, Queensland has reached
capacity. Slips and sheds are booked out for months ahead and this has
motivated owner, Tony Longhurst, to fast track development of Stage 4.
The adage “build it and they will
come” has been perfectly embodied in
the evolution of The Boat Works, a fullservice marina and shipyard covering
over 55 acres (22.3ha) of waterfront on
the Coomera River.
With a haul-out schedule of 50
vessels per week, both yards are at
capacity, including the superyacht
marina built by Superior Jetties and the
out-of-water maintenance precincts that
comprise the hardstand and refit sheds.
Stage 3, a recently completed
services hub for marine professionals,
represents an additional $30 million
investment and four new tenants have
recently moved in, taking the total
marine businesses on-site to 80 across
the two facilities. Stage 4 will add five
new 50m (164ft) finishing sheds, a
controlled work environment for respraying and sandblasting.

with effective gradient for channelling
and collecting water used on site for
antifouling and other works. Further bio
gardens will surround the perimeter
as part of a sophisticated filtration and
purification system for roof and ground
water.
“It’s a case of supply and demand,”
explains general manager Shane
Subichin. “All our hardstand area and
sheds are occupied. We need more
sheds to accommodate the influx. We
will commence work on Stage 4 ahead

The Boat Works (seen here in May
2021) is the largest shipyard and marina
facility in the southern hemisphere.
of schedule to be ready for the return of
the superyacht fleet and motor yachts
heading back south after winter cruising
in the Whitsundays.”
Vessels, such as 41m (135ft)
‘Batavia’, underwent complex refit
projects over the past six months. She
is just one of 50 superyachts of over
24m (79ft) from the Asia Pacific and
domestic market to berth at The Boat
Works since February 2020. Batavia
skipper, Captain Mark Clacher, has
been cruising the waters of Lankawi,
Thailand, the Maldives, Indonesia,
Cambodia and Borneo. He says The
Boat Works’ purpose-built superyacht
yard with 300 tonne lift and high-tech
facilities was an appealing alternative
to returning to Asia for significant refit
works.
The privately-owned explorer vessel

Consistent with the commitment to
construct an eco-friendly marina and
shipyard, the new sheds are being built
The 300 tonne lift that complements hightech facilities makes The Boat Works an
attractive refit and repair destination.
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arrived at the yard in mid-2020 for
a range of interior and exterior work
before heading to Sydney for a season.
She then returned to the yard in March
for a major interior revamp ahead of
winter in the Whitsundays, and is likely
to return for further work in October.
“It’s amazing how busy all the trades
are here in the yard,” Clacher says. “It’s
heartening to see the confidence in
the industry with so much investment.
There’s a lack of berths for vessels over
40m [131ft] so we’re pleased we can
book at The Boat Works on our return
trip.”
“The exponential demand we are
experiencing in the marine sector
represents an excellent opportunity for
employment and a demand for skilled
trades,” Subichin notes. “The economic
benefits of visiting superyachts flow on
The superyacht facility in May this year
was at full capacity.

to the entire south-east Queensland
region.”
“We are fortunate to be working
closely with TAFE Queensland, who
have an office within the Coomera
Marine Precinct,” he adds.
Adam Chanter, maritime
employment, skills and training officer
for TAFE Queensland, has watched the
evolution of The Boat Works and says
it has increased the demand for skilled
tradespeople.
“As COVID-19 removed the
opportunity for international travel
and considerably restricted domestic
holidaying, it appears from the high
demand of forward orders to locally
manufactured vessels, coupled with
long wait times for maintenance and
refit work to second-hand boats, the
current shortages for skilled, semiskilled and entry level workers across
all disciplines of the industry has been

Super sheds, like these, are in high
demand. More will be added in the Stage 4
investment.
pushed further than we have previously
experienced.”
“As we see an increase in marine/
maritime activity within Cairns (8,000
staff over ten years) and South
Australia, these issues are only going
to be exacerbated as skilled labour
demand increases.”
David Good, CEO at AIMEXSuperyacht Australia, touring
The Boat Works ahead of the
ASMEX conference, describes it as
“phenomenal”.
“What impresses me the most is the
number of utes, vans, people around
each and every vessel. It’s one thing to
build infrastructure, but it’s incredible to
see how many people are employed by
every one of these big boats in every
shed. There were up to 20 people
working on every boat: trades people,
deliveries, various marine professionals
– and these are all individual
businesses not big corporations.”
This influx of boats will only continue,
as Good reports. “There were another
five vessels over 100ft [30m] unloaded
at the Port of Newcastle last week,
and another ship on its way now with
boats that Australians have bought from
overseas or bringing their boats back.”
And why not? “There’s never been a
better time to go boating,” Good says. “If
2020 taught us anything, it’s the value
of time spent with family and friends on
the water, relaxing and appreciating our
amazing coastline and waterways.”
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Leading the Industry in Quality,
Versatility and Innovation

Specialists in the design,
fabrication and installation of
customized aluminum and
timber floating dock systems,
fixed piers and gangways for
marina projects worldwide.
From project design and
management to
manufacturing, installation
and maintenance,
Bluewater Marine competes
globally with fabrication
facilities in Hawaii, California
and North Carolina.
Contact our team today for a
consultation and quote on your
next project!
West Coast: San Diego, CA 619 499 2007
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East Coast: St. Petersburg, FL 727 209 7110
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS & INITIATIVES

Keeping wastewater
disposal under wraps
The Côte d’Azur in the south of France is world famous for its popularity
among the international jet set. The demands on marinas are correspondingly
high, which is why marina managers are fine-tuning every aspect of harbour
operations to ensure their guests’ stay is as pleasant as possible.
As marinas become holiday and
leisure destinations, operators
constantly strive to optimise
infrastructure so as to create an
idyllic ambience and offer guests a
comfortable stay. The positioning and
operation of essential service stations,
such as wastewater systems (which
are considered eyesores), must thus be
inconspicuous.

Discreet installations

Port Vauban Marina – a well-known
large marina with over 1,500 berths
in Antibes on the French Riviera relies on a VacUnit SP from German
company Vogelsang to remove
wastewater from boats in a hygienic
and inconspicuous manner. The
harbour operator had the compact
single vacuum pump station installed
in spring 2021 and, as the system
is located away from the landing
stages, guests hardly notice it. The
pipes run underneath the jetty to the
berths, where boats of up to 170m
(560ft) anchor, and the connector to
the disposal system is located under
a hatch at ground level. In order to
pump out the wastewater, a harbour
employee links the connector under
the jetty to the boat’s wastewater tank.
The VacUnit empties tanks with a
capacity of up to 5,000 litres (1,100
The VacUnit is compact and
inconspicuously located at the edge of the
marina at Port Vauban.

gallons) reliably and quietly in just a few
minutes.
The VacUnit keeps the jetty
and landing stages free of larger,
conspicuous installations such as
individual disposal solutions or pump
trucks. Port Vauban currently has 13
connectors linked to the VacUnit, with
expansions to further landing stages in
the works.

Fast disposal

The Vogelsang disposal solution is
space-saving and tidy in appearance
and enables yacht owners to dispose
of wastewater easily and flexibly. Before
the VacUnit was installed, a service
provider was tasked with wastewater
removal. This was unpleasant for the
guests in many ways: the disposal was
a noticeable endeavour as employees
would come to the jetty with the
appropriate equipment; the yacht owner
had to coordinate appointments in
advance and schedule them within a
certain time frame; and the boat owner
then had to pay the service provider
directly on site. Now, with the VacUnit,
fast and discreet disposal is possible
24 hours a day, and yacht owners can
handle billing and scheduling directly
with the Port Vauban office.

Available technology

Vogelsang is an expert in the hygienic
disposal of wastewater and black
water in transport technology, and
its solutions, such as the
VacUnit, have proven their
value in harbours and train
depots around the world.
The VacUnit, as the central
pump station, generates
suction in the connected
pipe system to extract the
wastewater from the tanks
and pumps wastewater tanks
with a maximum capacity of
110m³ (3,900ft³) per hour.
The core of the system,
a Vogelsang rotary lobe
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The Vogelsang disposal solution is easy to
maintain, and robust when handling foreign
matter in wastewater.
pump, has a capacity of 15kW, runs
very smoothly and thus operates very
quietly. The pump is also impervious to
dry running and foreign matter in the
wastewater.
Two variants are available: a compact
single pump station (VacUnit SP) and
a double pump station (VacUnit DP).
The pump units in the VacUnit DP
are designed with redundancy, i.e. if
a pump unit fails, the plant operation
can be continued reliably. Customised
adjustments and extra functions, such
as comprehensive operating data
collection, remote plant monitoring or
tailored ventilation options, are possible
without any great difficulty.

Easy maintenance

Due to its simple construction, the
VacUnit is very easy to maintain.
The disposal system channels the
wastewater directly into the sewer and
does not require a vacuum collection
tank. This prevents fibrous matter
from accumulating in the wastewater
and causing blockages. Vogelsang
supplies the VacUnit as a factory-tested
complete unit on a mounting bracket,
including ready-to-connect piping,
fittings and controls.
The VacUnit allows harbour owners
to discreetly dispose of wastewater
from boats in a customer-friendly
manner. The installation of the system
is simple and suitable for all harbours,
and connectors at the landing stages
can be flexibly extended. This means
that guests only see what they should
- impressive yachts and a beautiful,
clean marina.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS & INITIATIVES
High-end service pedestals combined with
modern digital payment solutions make life
easier and safer for customers.
fraud, and better services for users
than traditional payment systems.
“New smart payment systems not
only support harbour authorities at
large marinas but also enable new
self-service business models for small
marinas and leisure locations. Small
sites become viable again as operating
costs are much lower,” Bevers notes.

Electric boating in
Amsterdam

European expansion
for digital payment app
Seijsener Techniek and Involtum Services are eyeing European expansion of
their market leading Dutch digital harbour payment system YoreOn.
The fast-growing payment app
offers boat owners an easy and
convenient way to switch on power
and water supply and pay for overnight
harbour charges. “More than 250,000
transactions have been settled using
the YoreOn app in the Netherlands,”
confirms Tjalling de Haan, export
manager at Seijsener Techniek.
“Boat owners value the simplicity and
additional features it offers and the
convenience of just using one single
app at almost 100 locations.”
“The next step is to offer our services
outside the Netherlands,” de Haan
continues. “We have added our
first locations in Belgium and are
now looking into further European
expansion offering a seamless
combination of high-end quality
pedestals and modern digital
payment solutions.”

for all harbour amenities. “The mobile
controls everything, from reservations
and payment for berths to access
to power and water supply, entry to
harbour sanitary facilities, laundry
facilities and bicycle rental. All at the
click of a button,” explains Involtum
Services managing director Hans
Bevers.
The demand for digital payment
services at marinas is growing fast
and there are many benefits, such as
a significant reduction in administrative
handling costs, maintenance and

Remote control
by mobile

Involtum Services, provider of the
payment transaction services,
transforms customers’ mobile
phones into access control tools
Mobile phones become remote
control tools to manage use of marina
fees, utilities and services.
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“Alongside digitalisation of harbour
services, we are seeing growing
demand for e-boating charging
infrastructure. This will be an important
growth market in which integrated
hardware and software solutions will
be essential,” says de Haan. In the
Netherlands, the City of Amsterdam
is leading the way with a complete
ban on boat combustion engines from
2025. Commercial vessels like tourist
boats have already been converted
to electric, and dedicated e-harbours
have been built. Now it is the turn of
the leisure boats to make the switch
to electric. Seijsener Techniek and
Involtum Services have been involved
from the beginning and are currently
working on various projects to get the
required charging infrastructure in place.
“What is happening in Amsterdam, will
also happen in other European cities
and marinas. We all need to make the
energy transition and offer clean electric
boating for the future,” he adds.

Payments via the cloud
Besides the YoreOn app and website for
boat owners, a separate management
portal is offered to harbour marina
offices for real-time monitoring and
transaction overview, reporting and
analytics. Harbour masters at larger
marinas can be equipped with a tablet
for harbour control and mobile payments.
The system can also be expanded with
cloud-based on-site payment machines
offering a hybrid payment solution. “It’s
a complete client-focused approach.
We advise on the most suitable set-up
according to the size and requirements
of each marina. Involtum Services is
already offering transaction services
in over 15 European countries, so we
have a lot of experience dealing with
different markets and the various local
requirements for settling payments,”
Bevers asserts.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Safeguarding the environment
with vacuum sewerage

Sleek vacuum
pedestals enhance
the contemporary
look of Marina
Port Vell
Barcelona, Spain.

Many marinas experience adverse effects on their environment from vessel discharges, spills and leakage. These issues
can affect the water quality, the marine and coastal ecology, and the visual conditions of the surroundings. Vacuum
sewerage systems provide a solution to these problems in an easy, eco-friendly and economical way.
Resistant and safe sewerage
systems are of vital importance in
marinas, where many bilge water
evacuation operations take place, as
well as fuel loading and unloading.
These manoeuvres can lead to spills or
leakages which, in addition to sewage
spills, are usually the main reason
for marine pollution. To minimise the
ecological impact of this, it is crucial to
ensure an easy and optimal sewerage
system is in place.
Vacuum technology from Spanish
company Flovac is specifically designed
for its ability to capture both sewage
and bilge water from boats and port
facilities while keeping the surroundings
safe.

Smart and convenient
The main advantage of the Flovac
system is its ease of operation for both
boat owners and marina operators
as boats can be pumped out at their
berths by connecting up to pedestals
that are distributed around the marina.
This eliminates the need to use tank
trucks or move boats to a discharge
point. This is not only convenient and
practical but also promotes good
practice among boat owners and
reduces the risk of waste dumping and
marine pollution.
Vacuum sewerage systems designed
for ports have two separate networks.
The first is for capturing wastewater
from boats and complex facilities, and

the second is for collecting bilge water
and hydrocarbon water from boats and
fuel stations. These networks operate
separately as bilge and hydrocarbon
water must be treated prior to being
pumped into the wastewater treatment
plant so as to separate the oils.

Suitable for all marinas

The system is designed for easy, lowcost installation. The vacuum mains
pipes are of small diameter and can
be installed in shallow trenches, which
reduces costly site work. Also, just one
single electrical connection point is
required for the entire marina, which
allows for reduced energy costs. As
the system works with the force of the
vacuum, all pipe work operates under
negative pressure, meaning that no
leaks and spills can occur.

Small human
footprint

certificates, and low maintenance.
Environmental regulators now require
boat owners to provide a MARPOL
certificate to prove that they have
discharged their wastewater at the
marina and have not dumped it at sea
or in the harbour. A vacuum system can
easily monitor volumes, and discharges
can be metered to generate revenue for
the marina.

System checks

Flovac provides real-time monitoring
via its own control software. Monitoring
can remotely check on the status
of the system, flag up any potential
operational problems and detect
unauthorised use or energy costs. Any
installation can be supervised from
Vacuum pipelines are installed in shallow
trenches thus avoiding costly site work.

The Flovac system
ensures a small
carbon footprint for
various reasons.
The key aspect is
the sealing of the
vacuum network
because it eliminates
any risk of water
contamination.
Other advantages
include user pays
and environmental
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Flovac vacuum pump-out pedestal in use.

The vacuum station

The vacuum station is the building that
houses the vacuum tank, the discharge
pumps and the vacuum pumps, as well
as the control panel with the emergency
alarms. The standard vacuum tank is
usually made of stainless steel, which
ensures a prolonged useful life. Also,
the vacuum and sewage pumps provide
a duty and standby capability as in
municipal systems.

the marina itself, the control centre,
or via any device (smartphone, laptop
or tablet). This provides for real-time
information, anticipation and issue
prevention, all of which ensure safe
operation.

How it works - key
components

There are three main components in a
vacuum sewerage system for marinas:
the collection pit, the vacuum mains
and the vacuum station.

The collection pit

The collection pit houses the vacuum
interface valve which interfaces
between the gravity side of the
collection system and the vacuum side
being generated by the vacuum pumps
at the station. No power is required at
this point as all action is pneumatic.
Once 40 to 50 litres (8.8 to 11
gallons) of wastewater enters the
collection pit, the valve opens and a mix
of air and sewage enters the vacuum
Below: Inside the vacuum station.
Below right: Canouan Marina (Sandy Lane
Yacht Club & Residences) in the Caribbean
is fully equipped with a Flovac pump-out
system.
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mains at high velocity. As only a slight
amount of sewage accumulates in the
pit, it remains there for minimal time
thus avoiding the risk of bad odours
in the area. Also, thanks to the mix of
air and sewage, there is no chance of
obstruction or blockage because air
is the last element to pass before the
valve closes again.

The vacuum mains
The pipes running from the collection
points (sumps or suck-outs) to the
vacuum pump station are called the
vacuum mains. Installation of the mains
is extremely flexible as the pipes are of
small diameter and accessories, like
lifts, can save on work. The vacuum
lines can reach lengths of over 1km
(0.6mi).
In multi-branched or very lengthy
networks it is possible to install isolation
valves to improve management when
a problem is detected. As mentioned
earlier, any break in the pipe can be
easily fixed and no sewage will leak out
into the environment because the whole
system is airtight. This also ensures
that no bad odours can escape, which
is essential for any marina or port
facility.

The vacuum station is usually located
near the final discharge point. It can
be built or installed on the surface,
underground, or as a mixed option. The
vacuum tank, the vacuum pumps and
the discharge pumps are proportional
to the vacuum net size. Optionally, a
small treatment plant or an oil separator
can be added to the vacuum station to
complete the waste cycle at the marina.
For all bilge water installations, an
accredited company must periodically
collect the special waste from the oil
and hydrocarbons separator. Inside
the vacuum station there is no contact
with wastewater, and all pumps are
dry installed, which ensures safe and
optimal operation.

All around the world

Flovac vacuum sewerage projects
can be found in many port facilities
worldwide, including Marina Vela
Barcelona and Port Vell Barcelona
(Spain), Sydney Superyacht Marina
(Australia) and Canouan Marina (Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines).
The key driver in every Flovac project
is to reduce the human footprint and
the impact of wastewater systems
on the environment while providing
trustworthy and reliable service to
marinas. This aim includes minimising
energy consumption, avoiding marine
pollution risks, and preserving the flora
and fauna of the surrounding areas.
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MIA MARINA OF THE YEAR

Taking the stage for awards and initiatives
The 2021 Marina Industries Association (MIA) Club Marine Marina of the Year Awards were held in May at the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia (CYCA) . A COVID-capped, sell-out crowd of over 120 enjoyed the event and dozens watched
remotely – often with drinks in hand!

Suzanne Davies launched three MIA
initiatives aimed at further boosting
potential in the buoyant Australian market.

Eighteen finalists were in the running
for nine hotly contested awards.
Winners frequently praised teams,
rather than assets or individuals, for
their accolades, and Phil McGowen
CMM, marina manager at Birkenhead
Point Marina, NSW did just this when
accepting the Marina of the Year Award
over 140 berths. “This is not about the
marina, it can’t win it, it is about the
people who set this facility apart,” he
said. “It is the best marina in the world;
we set the benchmark for [5 Gold
Anchor] Platinum Marinas.”
In the other big awards, bespoke
Koolewong Marina on the Brisbane
Water, NSW took out the Marina of
the Year under 140 berths. Owner, Les
Binkin, recognised the 16-year journey
he had been on with his business
partner Symantha Suprain when they
first bought Marmong Point together
before embarking on the development
of Koolewong from a greenfield site.
He, too, gave the credit to the team
running the marina and caring for his
customers.

Club of the Year Royal Motor Club Broken
Bay has been transformed in recent years
to become a lifestyle destination. The entire
marina team received the award.
acknowledged that the RMYC BB
has undergone a transformation in
recent years to create a vibrant, world
class boating lifestyle destination that
caters to the needs of all boaters. He
again gave the credit to CEO Jayson
McDonald who, in turn, passed it on to
his team who were all on stage sharing
the moment.
Andrew Fenwick of Fenwicks Marina
in Brooklyn, NSW dedicated his Best
Boatyard under 20 Boats to his father,
who passed away very recently.
Andrew, who developed the site with
his father from a greenfield site in the
1970s, proudly shared the stage with
his son Tim, who joined the business
seven years ago. His acceptance
speech was a moving tribute to a true
family business.

Sydney Harbour Boat Storage at
White Bay 6 Marine Park on the shores
of Balmain, NSW took out the Best
Dry Stack Storage Facility award in
recognition of its innovative customer
service initiatives, ease of booking
and its exceptional culture around
work health safety. General manager,
Lorraine Yates, sung the praises of
the business benefits of going through
the application process, saying “I
would recommend to any marina to go
through the Awards submission process
as it is a great opportunity to really
scrutinise your business performance
against a criteria and reflect on what
is great about it and what can be
improved. We really enjoyed it.”
The coveted Marina World
International Marina of the Year
Award presented a difficult decision
for the judges as the finalists, One°15
Marina Sentosa Cove Singapore and
Westhaven Marina in New Zealand,
were both exceptional but very
different entries. Nicky Vaux – who
Les Binkin and Symantha Suprain
developed Koolewong Marina from a
greenfield site. The marina won Marina
of the Year under 140 berths.

One of the most celebrated wins
of the night was secured by Royal
Motor Yacht Club Broken Bay (RMYC
BB) for Club of the Year. In accepting
the award, Commodore Chris Lee
Birkenhead Point Marina won Marina of
the Year over 140 berths; a team effort
worthy of a 5 Gold Anchor
Platinum marina.
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Mega Tango by

Fast, silent and compact semi-automated stacking equipment
Designed and Manufactured in-house
Engineering advice for the optimum drystack lay-out operation
Over 50 years’ experience
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MIA MARINA OF THE YEAR
A crowd of 120 enjoyed a
networking Awards dinner
at CYCA.
also accepted the Best
Marina Restaurant
award on behalf of
Empire Marina Bobbin
Head, NSW – kindly
presented the award
on behalf of Marina
World to One°15 Marina
Sentosa Cove. A very
happy marina director,
James Roy, was joined
by Jonathan Sit, acting
general manager, to
accept the award,
masked up and via
Zoom.
In recognition of successive wins in
their categories, three of Queensland’s
finest marina facilities – Coral Sea
Marina, Rivergate Marina & Shipyard
and Crystalbrook Superyacht Marina –
were inducted into the Hall of Fame.

Support initiatives

MIA CEO, Suzanne Davies, took
advantage of the dinner event to
announce the launch of three initiatives:
Marina Training Institute, Marine Jobs
and My Marina Guide.
The MIA will now deliver its valued
industry education and training courses
through a newly created Marina
Training Institute brand. “The branding
of our training and education under
the Marina Training Institute gives
our educational programmes that

Nicky Vaux presented the Marina World
International Marina of the Year award to
zoomers James Roy and Jonathan Sit of
One15 Marina Sentosa Cove, Singapore.
additional recognition and credibility
they deserve,” Davies said. “The name
is deliberately aligned with the Global
Marina Institute, which accredits
our professional marina operators,

managers and professionals globally,
and which the MIA, along with British
Marine, founded in 2011.”
She also made reference to a suite of
new online courses that assist marinas
when inducting new employees into
their jobs. There are five courses in the
suite, which will provide employees
with best practice instruction around
work health safety, environmental
compliance and incident response.
In line with its focus on building a
strong workforce, MIA is partnering
with Boating Industry Association
and Superyacht Australia to launch
Marine Jobs. Marine Jobs is a ‘career
centre’ dedicated to the broader marine
industry to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of recruitment processes
for employers and increase employee
retention by providing a dedicated
platform to connect industry
employers with qualified job
seekers.
“Marine industry recruitment
has always been a pain point
for employers because until now
we have been a very diverse
recruitment market where a vast
range of recruitment tools are used,
“Davies explained. “We will now
have a single recruitment portal
for our industry to list every job
available in the sector. Marine Jobs’
primary function is a recruitment
platform, and it will also provide a
range of career resources, including
information on apprenticeships and
industry training, writing a resumé and
preparing for an interview.”
The final initiative announced is
My Marina Guide, an online mapbased marine services directory that
will enable users to easily search for
marinas and maintenance facilities by
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location by simply zooming in on a map.
The tool will be a valuable passage
planning tool for boaters and a great
way to find facilities, services and
products by location.

Award winners
and finalists
• Best Marina Restaurant: Waterside
Bistro, Empire Marina Bobbin
Head, NSW

• Best Community Engagement:
South of Perth Yacht Club, WA

• Best Innovation by a Marina and/

or Supplier: Gold Coast City
Marina & Shipyard, QLD; finalist –
Westhaven Marina, New Zealand

• Best International Marina: ONE15

Marina Sentosa Cove, Singapore;
finalist - Westhaven Marina, New
Zealand

• Best Dry Stack Facility: Sydney

Harbour Boat Storage, NSW;
finalist – Gold Coast City Marina &
Shipyard, NSW

• Best Boat Yard – Up to 20 Boats:

Fenwicks Marina, NSW; finalists
– White Bay 6 Marine Park, NSW
and South of Perth Yacht Club, WA

• Club of the Year - Royal Motor

Yacht Club Broken Bay, NSW;
finalist – South of Perth Yacht Club,
WA

• Best Commercial Marina - Under

140 Boats: Koolewong Marina,
NSW; finalist: Rivergate Marina &
Shipyard, QLD

• Best Commercial Marina over 140
Boats: Birkenhead Point Marina,
NSW; finalists – Sanctuary Cove
Marina, QLD and Wyndham
Harbour Marina, VIC
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ONE°15 Marina Sentosa Cove:
‘Asia’s finest’ wins international award
A “gleaming pearl” on the coast of Sentosa Island in Singapore, ONE°15 Marina Sentosa Cove secured this year’s Marina
World International Marina of the Year award, presented virtually at the 2021 Marina Industries Association (MIA) awards
in May.
CGI of One°15 Marina Sentosa Cove
with superyacht berths relocated in
front of the clubhouse.
leisure destinations in the region.
Built to the Five Gold Anchors
Standard, the marina has been
named Best Asian Marina of the
Year eight times since its opening. It
is the venue for some of the world’s
most popular international water
events, including the Singapore
Yacht Show, Super League
Triathlon, SB20 Asian Grand Slam
and Asia Pacific Championships.

Redesign and
reconfiguration
One°15 Marina Sentosa Cove is a
waterfront lifestyle destination that has
offered world-class marina facilities
since its opening in 2007. Named after
its location – one degree and fifteen
minutes from the equator – its all-yearround warm, tropical weather is a draw
for tourists while Singapore’s unique
location in the busy Malacca Straits
makes it a real gateway to Asia.
Sentosa Cove – an island formed
from mainly reclaimed land – is the
The 270-berth marina has recently
undergone a significant upgrade to further
enhance its offering as a prestigious private
marina and yacht club.
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prime leisure district in Singapore
and the ideal spot for the prestigious
private marina and yacht club. The
270-berth marina comes complete
with all mod-cons and luxurious
facilities including an infinity pool,
fitness centre, members’ lounge, spa,
restaurants and bars, hotel rooms with
spectacular views, 24-hour security
and CCTV surveillance, gated marina
access, waste pump-out, Wi-Fi, shower
facilities, laundry room, a membership
scheme and more.
The marina was developed as part of
Singapore’s aim to transform Sentosa
into one of the most vibrant and exciting

Over the last year, the marina has
undergone a major S$7 million
redesign project to increase the number
of superyacht berths and relocate
them in front of the Clubhouse. With
build completed in the first quarter of
the year, it now offers 32 berths for
superyachts over 80ft (24m) and up
to 220ft (67m), in addition to 60 dry
berths.
The marina also upgraded parts of
its infrastructure to cater to market
demands over the next ten years. It
has increased its power from 2,000
amps to 3,000 amps, upgraded Wi-Fi to
fibre across the marina and increased
its coverage by 320%, along with
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MIA MARINA OF THE YEAR
The Boaters’ Bar is a popular gathering
point right at the water’s edge.
increasing water pressure across the
facility by 33%.
“One°15 Marina Sentosa Cove is
well on its way to becoming the number
one superyacht pit stop in the region
and aims to develop as a yachting hub,
which supports the community and
environment,” said Jonathan Sit, acting
general manager.
Today, the marina is one of the
largest superyacht facilities in the
region and the largest in Singapore. It
strives to be the leader in the marina
industry and constantly looks to give
value-added services to its customers
by introducing new services and
products.

Countering COVID

However, like many other places
around the world, work was completed
during unprecedented times. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, the government
of Singapore imposed restrictions
on all businesses, most of which
shuttered their doors for two months,
except for those providing essential
services. Restrictions continue to
be implemented to date, with limited
capacity for social and business
gatherings.
The first phase of One°15 Marina’s
reconfiguration was completed in
January 2020, but the second phase
was put on hold as Singapore went into
lockdown. All other Club services were
affected, with reduced or zero revenue
in areas such as hotel accommodation,
event venue hires and food and
beverage outlets. To keep costs down,
the marina reduced service contracts,
dismissed sub-contractors and brought

jobs in-house as much as possible. But,
to encourage water activities, it also
reduced fuel prices, which has helped
to inspire loyalty from its boaters.
During this time the marina was
able to provide assistance to visiting
superyachts that were unable to
disembark or even enter the marina,
in some instances, during shutdown.
One°15 Marina partnered with agents
and local authorities to help yachts berth
at the marina and, to support crew,
the marina assisted by delivering food
ordered from other food services directly
to these vessels. At the request of one
superyacht, the marina even leased
them gym equipment while keeping
compliant with all safety measures.
The marina also introduced
digitalised processes such as a fuel
management mobile application,
allowing customers to submit simple
requests without face-to-face contact.
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This not only sped up processing time
but also created safe distancing during
the pandemic period.

Environmental initiatives

Keen to keep a low environmental
footprint, the marina organises
exhibitions on water conservation,
coral restoration and plastic pollution. It
recognised that corals play a large part
in creating a healthy marine ecosystem
and biodiversity, so it partnered with
the Tropical Marine Science Institute
of the National University of Singapore
to create a man-made coral garden
within the marina. This garden and six
coral nurseries serve as a research
site for propagation of new and rare
coral breeds, as well as research
and development of coral restoration
techniques.
Other initiatives include installing
a ‘Seabin’ to clean the water, a food
waste reduction project, an annual
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The World’s Premier Elastic Mooring System
Protecting What Floats Above and Lives Below
— SINCE 1982 —

www.hazelettmarine.com
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MIA MARINA OF THE YEAR
Luxury amenities include an infinity pool.
marina clean up and eliminating the
use of single-use plastics.
On receiving the award, marina
director James Roy said: “We are
honoured to receive this award from the
MIA. The award has recognised One°15
Marina Sentosa Cove for its exemplary
business practices, commitment to
service, environmental responsibility
and industry excellence. We look
forward to surpassing our current
accomplishments and challenging
ourselves even more in this everchanging industry. We will continue
to engage our boating community to
enhance our range of services and
amenities to meet their needs.”
Jonathan Sit added: “We are
delighted with the recognition and
would like to dedicate this award to
our members, boaters and team, who
have been integral to One°15 Marina
Sentosa Cove. The boating industry
is going through an exciting period

of growth in Singapore and we are
pleased to have been able to complete
our marina reconfiguration as planned,
despite global uncertainties, to better
service the community. We are excited

to welcome all new members to the
community and One°15 Marina will
strive to constantly educate and engage
new boaters on best sustainability
practices and eco-efforts.”

RUNNER UP

Westhaven Marina, Auckland
Exceptionally close runner up to this year’s award was Westhaven Marina – the largest recreational marina in the
southern hemisphere and the beating heart of the City of Sails. Founded in 1940 and located in Auckland’s central
business district, it is home to 1,800 recreational boats, four yacht clubs, many marine businesses, hospitality
establishments and occasionally Owha (pronounced Oh-far) the leopard seal.
Among its many facilities, Westhaven
offers refuelling, pile moorings, wet
berths, a ‘Load n’ Go’ berth and a

45-berth charter base. It has recently
undergone one of the largest periods
of growth since its inception and has
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transformed to become a public shared
space for people from all walks of life to
access and enjoy.
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BOATSHARE & CHARTER
Left & below: Freedom Boat Club’s new
venture in Portsmouth, UK is part of its
strategy for continued expansion in Europe.

Growing interest
When Freedom Boat Club was founded
in 1989 in Florida, the boat club model
was revolutionary, the company says.
There were no boat clubs, fractional
boating, boating timeshare or even
many boat rental facilities. Since then,
the company and the boat share
concept has gone from strength to
strength – and Freedom’s model today
allows its members to access boats
from any of its 285+ locations in the
US, Canada, France and now the UK.

First foray for Freedom
The world’s largest and oldest boat club, Freedom Boat Club – a division
of Brunswick Corporation – has made its first foray into the UK market,
announcing in April the opening of a new company-owned location in
Portsmouth, near Port Solent. The area is one of the most desirable boating
destinations in the UK and the new club is part of the company’s strategy for
continued expansion in Europe.
The Solent coastline is a 20mile (32km) long stretch of water
offering plenty of activities for outdoor
enthusiasts, including nature reserves,
country parks, sailing and windsurfing.
Much of the water is sheltered by
the Isle of Wight, which has helped
contribute to the area’s success as a
yachting hub.
Freedom’s new club is located at the
already-established Trafalgar Wharf
in Portsmouth and will officially open
this summer, with membership sales
currently underway. “With Freedom Boat
Club entering the region, consumers
who want to enjoy the water without
owning a boat will have the opportunity
to do so,” says Jason Worthy, vicepresident of Boating Services EMEA.
Freedom chose the UK – and
Trafalgar Wharf specifically – because
of its prime location on the stunning
English south coast, an area that offers
plenty of beautiful boating destinations.
The new purpose-built club is set
to deliver a welcoming environment
for boaters, in which they can relax
after time on the water and enjoy
refreshments and member Wi-Fi. With
regular social events and barbecues,
the clubhouse is a perfect environment
to socialise with family and friends.
Using the company’s reservation
app, users can book a boat at any club
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worldwide and choose which type of
boat they wish to take out for a day
on the water. The company’s fleet in
Portsmouth currently includes 6m (20ft)
Ballistic RIBs, 6.5m (21ft) Ballistic RIBs,
Quicksilver 675 Opens and Bayliner
VR6 Bowriders.
Members can also enjoy unlimited onwater training at all levels. All members
are given RYA Powerboat Level 2
training to familiarise themselves with
the boats and advice on how to navigate
in the Solent. Training is standard across
the Freedom Boat Club network and
a UK Master Trainer is based in the
Portsmouth clubhouse to deliver RYAaccredited training.
“We do all the work, leaving you
with more time to spend
with family and friends
to explore the water,”
Worthy says. “There
is no other boat club
out there that offers
its members such
freedom locally and
internationally. In addition
to hassle free boating,
we pride ourselves on
building local boating
communities through
our clubhouses offering
social events and
refreshments.”

“We believe the UK and Europe is a
prime market for the growth of Freedom
Boat Club. This is the first in what we
expect to be multiple new locations in
and around the UK. We are excited to
introduce our award-winning Brunswick
brands and the Freedom Boat Club
model to boaters across the UK,” Worthy
says. There is further opportunity, he
adds, to successfully expand Freedom
Boat Club across Europe, as boating
is one of the most popular outdoor
activities in the region. “This expansion
into a new region represents the
beginning of our continued efforts to
replicate the successful model we
have built in North America to provide
a pathway to introduce more global
consumers to the on-water lifestyle.”
Interest in boating has grown
substantially in recent years, with
concepts such as boat sharing and boat
charter helping to make boating more
accessible than ever. During the COVID19 pandemic, interest in the activity
climbed to an all-time high as being out
on the water became a perfect activity
for social distancing, with most regions
reporting an increase in boat sales
during this period (see Marina World,
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BOATSHARE & CHARTER
Using the Freedom app, users can book any
type of boat for a day out on the water.
November/December 2020, p.19).
According to British Marine, UK boat
sales rose by almost 10% in 2020,
demonstrating that boating in the region
continues to grow in popularity.
“The whole boat charter [concept] is
making a huge shift towards sharing a
boat fleet,” says Worthy. “It is like almost
owning the boat without the hassle
and the large investment in buying and
owning it. The ever-growing sharing
economy is a major driver for such a
change from sole ownership, charter
to shared access. In addition, due to
the pandemic, people were able to go
boating and have rediscovered through
Freedom Boat Club how easy it can
be. Advantages include no cleaning, no
hassle on insurance or owning a berth.”
And he believes boat club
membership – not just charter – is key
for the future to help make boating
simple and more accessible.

Expanding in Europe

The UK club is now Freedom’s seventh
corporate-owned territory and its

first in Europe, joining its US clubs in
southwest Florida, southeast Florida,
Raleigh in North Carolina, Charleston
in South Carolina, Chicago, Illinois and
New York.
Freedom also has a growing
presence in France with locations at
La Rochelle and Île de Ré, in Cap
d’Agde and Freedom Boat Club Carnon
(Montpelier). These are all privately
owned franchises that operate on their
own territory but remain part of the
Freedom Boat Club network where
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members can enjoy reciprocal access
to a fleet of boats.
Brunswick started franchise
development in Europe at the end of
2020 and is organically growing the
network, further expanding in the UK
along the south coast, France and
Spain as its initial target markets.
The UK office will not only support
new franchises and drive ongoing
support, but also offer members a great
experience on the water in Portsmouth
and surrounding areas.
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Water Choked By
Trash & Weeds?
THE SAFE, COMPACT, SELF-PROPELLED
SUBMERSIBLE BOAT CARRIAGE

Self-Unloads Up To 7ft Above the Water

The Affordable & All Hydraulic
Marina Trash Collection Pontoon
Compact, maneuverable design fits into standard
size slip. All-electric version available.

One man can easily and safely do dry docking and launching of sailing
and motor boats on ramps and slipways with a SUBLIFT. Typical usage is
docking for fast service, cleaning of hulls and for winter season storage.

Perfect for Contract Cleaning

1

12-90
ton

The Easiest Way to Clean Your Marina

(651) 303-3586 | www.skimmitmarine.com

sales@sublift.se | www.sublift.com

BOAT SHARE & CHARTER

Superyacht charter
boosts Australian market

(164ft) now based in Australia since the
passage of the Act.
The resulting benefit is a significant
rise in jobs across the Australian
marine industry. The boom in big boats
means a boom for shore-based jobs
and investment in infrastructure to
support them. Superyacht infrastructure
has also expanded. Examples include:

Australia is seeing a boom in superyachts, with vessels attracted to the
country itself and its buoyant domestic charter market. Australians normally
spend AU$65 billion (over US$50 billion) annually on international travel and,
with borders closed, many superyachts have moved down under to offer a
luxury alternative to overseas travel.

Image: Coral Sea Marina

• New ship lift at Austal Cairns Slipway,

The subsequent increase in charter
activity is providing a huge economic
lift, with vessels spending around
10-12% of their value in operational
expenditure annually. This makes
every 50m (164ft) vessel worth AU$5-6
million in economic spend within a
region per year.
The increase in vessels has a
direct correlation to the new charter
legislation passed by
the federal government
in December 2019.
The passing of the
Special Recreation
Vessels (SRV) Act of
2019, coupled with the
closure of international
borders, has contributed
to an accelerated
growth of the industry,
encouraging larger
superyachts to set up in
Australian waters.

My Lady E, the largest Australian-based
charter vessel, moored up at Coral
Sea Marina & Resort in Airlie Beach,
Queensland.
The SRV Act removed red tape
restrictions on superyachts operating
commercially. Prior to this becoming
law, the largest domestic charter yacht
was 42m (138ft). The largest Australianbased yacht today is 74.5m (244ft),
just one of eight vessels over 50m

Giant shiplift ‘Bessie’ at
Austal Cairns Slipway,
Queensland, is the largest
on the Pacific coast and
can handle vessels of up
to 1,120 tonnes. Image:
Austal Australia
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Queensland
• A $9 million 163m (535ft) megayacht
berth at Southport Yacht Club, Gold
Coast
• A $120 million expansion at The Boat
Works, Gold Coast
• Expansion plans to the tune of $108
million at Gold Coast City Marina and
Shipyard
• Expansion plans costing $250 million
at Rivergate Marina and Shipyard,
Brisbane
• Ship lift at NT Government and
Paspaley Darwin costing $400 million
• An $87.6 million upgrade at Australian
Marine Complex, Henderson, WA
• A $126 million expansion at Ocean
Reef Marina, Perth, WA
Western Australia (WA) is home
to Australia’s two large superyacht
builders – Silver Yachts and Echo
Yachts. Both yards have recently built
superyachts with price tags in excess
of $83 million and are world leaders in
superyacht manufacture.
“We look forward to having more
Australia built superyachts based
here in Australia,” said David Good,
CEO Superyacht Australia. “With such
spectacular cruising grounds and
two of the world’s best superyacht
manufacturers, it’s
only a matter of time
before we will see a
large Australian-built
superyacht chartering
here and showcasing
the absolute best of
Australia,” he added.
The continued
global growth of the
superyacht industry,
new legislation
allowing foreign owned
vessels to charter
in Australian waters
and the expansion
of infrastructure will
result in a significant
boost to the Australian
economy and job
opportunities.
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YoreOn makes
boating a breeze
<RUH2Q makes everything a lot easier for harbour masters.
With this technical application and software you can manage
an entire marina via your phone and save time. Not only does
it invoice mooring fees and power and water usage, you can
also monitor all charging points and meter readings. YoreOn
is very practical; use the system for security, access control
and to regulate sanitary facilities. With YoreOn by Seijsener
managing a marina is child’s play. So put your feet up and
relax!

wÐūĮÐĊÐī
Marina Services

TOTAL CONTROL
OF MARINA

at your fingertips

6HLMVHQHUFRP
info@seijsener.nl
Tel. +31 75-6810 610
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<RUHRQ

marinamanagementsoftwaresolutions

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
TO CREATE ADDED VALUE

IN YOUR
LANGUAGE
Visit our website

www.marina-master.com

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Golden docks for luxury homes
WildBlue, a planned luxury residential community located just south of Fort Myers, Florida features over 800 lakes on
its 3,097 acre (1,253ha) parcel. To complement the quality of the project, the developer chose Golden Marine Systems to
design a unique two-section dock array to give residents boating access.
is anchored by concrete
blocks. This section also
includes Trex decking,
power and water, as well
as S-cleats at each slip.
In future phases, Marine
Contracting Group will
add additional straight
docks throughout the
community.

Engineered and
installed by Marine
Contracting Group of
Punta Gorda, Florida,
the WildBlue project
includes a curved
aluminium dock with
finger piers and a straight
dock with a T end. Both
were manufactured by
Golden to ISO 9001:2015
standards using 6061-T6
aluminium and stainless
steel components.
The 252ft (77m) long
x 8ft (2.4m) curved dock
includes five 26ft (8m)
long finger piers, a kayak launch and
a 30ft (9m) gangway connected to the
boat ramp. It is supported by 11 internal
10in (25cm) steel pipe piles. Lighted
power pedestals, water service and

Trex composite decking cut into a fan
shape enhance the design.
Due to deep water – the location is
a disused quarry – the 71ft (22m) long
straight dock with 58ft (17.7m) T-end

“WildBlue is a
community that centres
on the boating lifestyle,”
said Alex Hinebaugh,
senior land development
manager for Lennar
Homes, LLC. “We went
with Golden because we knew it would
be reliable and aesthetically pleasing,
making an impact on everyone who
uses the dock.”
www.goldenmarinesystems.com

Lisbon (Portugal)

Pontoons
for Marinas and
Docks
www.marinaworld.com – July/August 2021

Cascais, PORTUGAL
+351 214 692 024
Barcelona, SPAIN
+34 933 601 101
Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL
+55 21 3942 8828

www.lindley.pt
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Composite Decking & Bumpers
High Impact Resistance
&XVWRPL]DEOH3URߔOHV
Easy Maintenance
In-house Tooling
Made to Order
Weatherproof
Excellent OIT*

High load
capacity
Soprefa, S.A. Portugal
Tel: +351 256 880 470
soprefa@soprefa.com

MORE THAN 250,000m2 INSTALLED!

*Oxidative Induction Time
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Mooring upgrade on
Candlewood Lake
Hazelett Marine has upgraded New Fairfield Town Marina on Candlewood Lake in Connecticut (CT), USA with an elastic
mooring system. Candlewood is the largest lake in the state.
The company supplied
Dockmaster elastic mooring
systems and Helix helical anchors
to replace a traditional chain
and block system to improve
dock performance and reduce
maintenance costs. The project
scope included replacing all the
moorings at the 156-berth marina.
The project was commissioned
by the Town of New Fairfield, with
engineering provided by Race
Coastal Engineering (Stratford,
CT). The project was managed
by Atlantic Marine Construction
(Westerly, RI) and Waterfront
Contracting (Captain Chad Franklin
Lakes, NJ).
www.hazelettmarine.com

www.roodberg.com
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Berths complete at Sanctuary Cove
Superior Jetties has progressed its work on new marina berths at the
Sanctuary Cove Resort on Australia’s Gold Coast.
The company’s concrete Elite
system, featuring a marine grade
aluminium waler, concrete decking
and rotomoulded PE accessories, was
used for the latest piers. The heavy duty
gangways are designed for cart access
from the valet parking right to the vessel.
The entire precinct is secured with a
glass security door system.
The AU$10 million redevelopment by
parent company Mulpha commenced
in late 2019 with the addition of 61 new
berths including a dedicated superyacht
arm catering for vessels over 50m
(164ft).
The covered marina berths – the most
dramatic feature of the build and a first
for the Australian recreational marine
industry – are nearly complete and will
accommodate vessels with an air draft
of up to 15m (49ft).
Superior Jetties CEO, John Hogan,
is certain that visitors will be suitably
impressed with the results of the
new structure. “This state-of-theart technology provides yet another
reason for boat owners and guests to
visit Sanctuary Cove,” he said. “With
the additional berths now complete
and many now offering cover from the
elements, there has never been a better
time to stop at this world class marina.”
Assembly and construction of
the steel framework for the covers
was completed offsite before being

transported by barge across the harbour
and installed in pieces. The pile design
had to accommodate the additional
loads of the roof structure some 15m
(49ft) above. The challenge was to
fabricate a strong yet sealed bolted
connection between the top of pile and
the roof columns.
The commercial grade fabric used
to cover the berths is Serge Ferrari
Précontraint, a pre-stressed material
which offers a thicker protective
coating, high tenacity polyester yarn
and equal tension warp and weft. This
results in a superior product offering
that is lightweight, highly durable in all
weathers and offers solar protection to
the vessels.
The shade structure for G Arm
was completed in April 2021 and
construction started on H and I Arms
after the Sanctuary Cove International
Boat Show ended in May. The innovative
covered berths allow for a new product
to be introduced to the market where
the vessels have shade, yet also a room
and concierge service from the onsite
Intercontinental Hotel.
The Marina expansion forms part
of an ongoing long term investment
programme to continue to enhance
Sanctuary Cove facilities for the benefit
of all stakeholders, including guests,
residents and tenants.

www.superiorjetties.com
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LIFTING EQUIPMENT
INTEGRAL MANUFACTURER
FOR MARINAS AND SHIPYARDS

Boat hoists

Marine jib
cranes

Remote monitoring
—
With the “Service Mobile”
app we manage preventative
and corrective maintenance
actions.

Client Portal. A platform
roviding up-to-date crane
information that both GH
and the client can access.

Dry docks

For further information on
any of our marine products,
please download our latest
catalogue here.

motion@ghcranes.com
www.motion.ghcranes.com

Remote monitoring of the crane’s
operating data in real time.
Making preemptive and corrective
maintenance more efficient.

